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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, CHARLEs E. CAMP 

BELL, citizen of the United States, resicting 
at Detroit, county of Wayne, State of Michi 
gain, have invented a certain new and useful 
improvement in Machines for Clipping En 
velops, and declare the following to be a 
full, clear, and exact description of the same, 
such as will enable others skilled in the art 
to which it, pertains to make and use the 
same, reference being had to the accompany 
ing drawings, which form a part of this 
specification. 
My invention relates to an improvement in 

a machine for opening envelops, shown in 
the accompanying drawings and more fully 
tlisclosed in the following specification and 
claims. 
The object of this invention is to supply 

a machine which will rapidly cut the end of 
sealed envelops without danger of damaging 
the inclosures. 
One purpose of the invention is to provide a platform for supporting the envelop and 

a guide for feeding it to the cutting knife 
in order to further insure against damaging 
the contents of the envelop often resulting 
from carelessly clipping the end of an en 
velop. 
A further improvement consists in meals 

whereby the device may be operated by 
hand-or by foot movement leaving the 

fitters 
from the cutting device. 

In the drawings: Figure 1 is a perspec 
tive view looking at the device from the plat 
form side of the machine. Fig. 2 is an end 
elevation with parts broken away and in see 
tion to disclose the incans enployed to force 

40 the Swinging blade into shearing contact 
with the stationary blade. Fig. 3 shows the 
device operated by foot power. Fig. 4 is 
a perspective view disclosing more clearly 
the chamber into which the clipped ends of 
the envelop drop. 

Referring to the letters of reference in 
dicated on the drawings: A is a platforn 
on which the envelop to be clipped is placed. 
"The platform A is supported by suitable legs 
A and is provided with an upstanding 
flange or guide A" against which the envelop 

, is forced in order to insure its eld being ex 
actly parallel with the cutter blade. 

lelow and beyond the end of the platform 
and preferably integral there with, is a suit 
able pocket or chamber. A to receive the 

I clipped ends of the envelops. Projecting 
rearwardly, from the platform and also in 
tegral with the wall of the pocket A' is an 
a 'n \* to which a cutter blade is pivoted. 

3 is a swinging arm pivoted at a to the 
neither A. Secured to the upper portion 
of the Swinging arm is a cutter blade B' 
adapted to serve in conjunction with a fixed 
lace C, attached to the Wall of the pocket 
A.' its edge flush with the top of the plat 
fo' mad . 

l3 is a khol) lalounted upon the upper edge 
of the Swinging arm by means of which the 
arna may be operated. - 

Rising from the wall of the pocket A is 
the spring actuated plunger bloused within 
the tubular sten B", which latter projects 
rearwardly from the swinging arm B. 
Sleeved on the pivot of the Swinging arm 

and bearing against the head of the pivot 
pin a is a spring B' which may be U-shaped 
and held between the lugs ca', (t’ as shown o' 
may be of other suitable forum, such as a 
coiled spring sleeved on the pivot pin. As 
will be leadily understood, the purpose of 
oth the spring actuated plunger l bearing 
against the post A', and the spring B' Sup 
ported on the pivot and bearing against the 
swinging alm is to force the cutter blade of 
the swinging aim into shearing relation with 
the stationary catter blade. It will also be 
seen that the swinging alm projects rear 
wardly a relatively long distance from the 
pivot it and that the supporting arm A* also 
tance, the ends of each abutting and formed 
arc-shapel. -- the purpose being to assist the 
splings in inlaintaining the blades in a cut 
tig relation throughout the entire stroke of 
the swinging blade. 

I) is a coiled spring one end of which is 
supported on a lug formed on the wall of the 
pocket A", the other engages the underside 
of the swinging bar 3 to return it to its ini 
tial position after being actuated. 
E is a rubber buffer or cushion supported 

in a suitable socket formed in the wall of the 
pocket A* and is designed to receive the im 
pact of the blow 'estilting from the opera 
tion of the swinging irn. l' is a jug formed 
near the lower edge of the Swinging arm to encounter the bifier E. When the in Bis 
operated. w 

In Fig. 3 I have shown hoys' 
may be operated by foot power. 

the device 

projects rearwardly an equally long dis 
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a short post A serving as an abutment for 
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low the cutting edge of the blade secured to 

2 

Findicates a table, to the top of which it 
is secured by screws G, passed through aper 
tures provided in the bottom wall of the 
pocket A. 
His a bar cast integral with the swinging 

arm or otherwise secured thereto as desired. 
I is a foot pedal and I' a pitman connect 

ing the pedal and bar H. : 
aving indicated the sevaral parts by ref 

erence letters, the operation will be readily 
understood. - 

The envelop to be cut is laid upon the 
platform A and against the guide A forcing it into contact with the low portion of the 
swinging arm B, it being noted that the cut 
ter blade B proper is above the edge of the 
platform when the swinging arm is in its 
initial position. The swinging bar is then 
actuated by striking the knob B° which op 
erating clips off the end of the envelop de- | 
positing the clipping into the pocket A. 
Upon referring to Fig. 2 it will be noted 

that the swinging arm is slightly beveled in 
cross section on the side adjacent to the platform commencing at a point directly be-, 
the Swinging arm and slanting away from 
the platform. The object of this is to pro 
vide room for the clipped end of the envelop 
and to assist in conveying fit downwardly 
into the pocket A". ". 
Having thus described my invention, what. 

I saily is:-- - . In a machine for clipping envelops, a platform to support the envelops and pro 
vided on one side with a guide, a pocket 
formed with the platform and depending 
there from at one end thereof, said pocket re 
ceiving the clippings, a swinging cutter 
blade adapted to pass the edge of the plat 
form in shearing relation therewith and in 
mediately above said pocket, whereby the 
end of an envelop may be clipped and the 
clipping deposited in the pocket. 

2. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to receive the envelops and pro 
vided on one side with a guide and on one 
end with a depending portion, a pocket dis 
posed beneath the plane of the platform and 
of which pocket said depending portion of 
the platform forms a wall, said pocket re. 
ceiving the clipping, a swinging cutter blade 
adapted to pass the edge of the platform in 
shearing relation with said depending por 
tion of the platform, whereby the end of an 
envelop may be clipped and the clipping de 
posited in said pocket. 

3. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to support an envelop and pro 
vided at one side with a guide and at one 
end with a depending portion, a pocket to re 
ceive the clippings and of which pocket said 
depending portion of the platform forms a 
wall, a blade fixed against said depending 
portion, and a swinging eutter blade adapt: 
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ed to pass the platform in shearing relation 
with said fixed blade whereby the envelop 
may be clipped and the clipping deposited 
in the pocket. 

4. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to support an envelop and pro 
vided at one side with a guide and at one 
end with a depending portion, a pocket to 
receive the clippings and of which pocket 
said depending portion of the platform 
forms a wall, a blade fixed against said de 
pending portion, a swinging cutter blade 
adapted to pass the platform in shearing re 
lation with said fixed blade whereby the en 
velop may be clipped and the clipping de 
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80 
posited in the pocket, and means for cush 
ioning the Swinging blade at the limit of its 
downward movement. - 

5. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to support an envelop and pro 
vided at one side with a guide and at one 
end with a depending portion, a pocket to 
receive the clippings and of which pocket 
said depending portion of the platform 
forms a wall, a blade fixed against said de 

s s 

pending portion, a swinging cutter blade 
adapted to pass the platform in shearing re 
lation with said fixed blade whereby the en 
velop may be clipped and the clipping de 
posited in the pocket, means for cushioning 9 . 5 
the swinging blade at the limit of its down 
ward movement, and means having engage 
ment with the swinging blade to force it 
normally against the depending portion of 
the platform. 100 

(3. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
latform to support the envelops, an up 

Standing flange guide on one side of the plat 
form, a fixed cutter blade at the end of the 
platform, a pocket beneath the fixed cutter 
blade to receive the clipped ends, a swing 
ing arm pivoted to the frame of the plat 
form, a cutter blade secured to the swinging 
arm lott relatively narrow, the face of said 
swinging arm beneath the cutter blade 
slightly tapering from the edge of the blade 
to assist the discharge of the clipped end of 
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the envelop into the pocket below. 
7. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 

platform to receive the envelop and provided 
on one site with a guide and at one end with 
a depentting portion, a pocket disposed be 
neath the plane of the platform and of 
which said depending portion forms a wall, 
said pocket receiving the clipping from, the 
envelop, a post rising from said pocket, a 
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: swinging cutter blade adapted to operate 
against said depending portion of the plat 
form to clip the envelop and to discharge 
the clipping into said pocket, and a Spring 
controlled plunger having engagement with 
said post and the swinging blade to tension 
the latter to hold it positively in shearing 
relation with said depending portion of the 
platform. 
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8. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to support the envelops, an up 

t 

standing guide flanged at old side of the 
platform, a fixed cutter blade secured to one 
end of the platform, a pocket to receive the 
clipped ends of the envelops beneath the 
cutter blade, a swinging cutter blade pivoted 
to the frame of the platform, a spring 
sleeved on the pivot and bearing on the 
Swinging blade, a tubular stem. formed on 
the swinging end of the cutter blade, a 
spring actuated plunger housed therein, an 
upstanding post rising above the wall of 
the pocket to receive the end of the spring 
actuated plunger, a knob mounted on the top 
of the swinging cutter blade, and a spring 
supported in the frame bearing on the under 
side of the swinging cutter blade to support 
the latter in its initial position. 

9. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to receive the envelop and provided 
on one side with a guide and at one end 
with a depending portion, a pocket disposed 
beneath the plane of the platform and of 
which said depending portion forms a wall, 
said pocket receiving the clipping from the 
envelop, a post rising from saic pocket, a . 
swinging catter blade adapted to operate 
against sail depending portion of the plat 
form to clip the envelop and to disclarge 
the clipping into said pocket, a spring ("on 
trolled plunger having engagement with 
said post and the swinging blacle to tension 
the latter to hold it positively in shearing 
relation with said depending portion of the 
platform, other means for forcing the 
swinging blade into shearing relation with 
said dependling polition, means for cushion 
ing the blade at the limit of its downward 
stroke, alti means for swinging the blacie 
normally to its upward limit of movement. 

10. In a machine for clipping envelops, 
a platform to support an envelop and pro 
vided on one side with a guide and on one 

5 end with a depending portion, a pocket of 
which said depending portion forms a wall, 

a Swinging cutter blade adapted to pass the 
edge of the platform in shearing relation 
there with and immediately above the inner 
side of said pocket, whereby the end of an 
envelop may be clipped and the clipping de 
posited in the pocket, and means for placing 
the catter blade under tension. 

11. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to support an envelop and provided 
with a depending portion, a pocket of 
which said depending portion forms a wall, 
an arm secured to the platform, a swinging 
blade pivoted at the outer end of said arm 
and adapted to pass said depending portion 
of the platform in shearing relation there 
with, whereby the end of an envelop may be 
clipped and the clipping deposited in the 
pocket. - 

12. In a machine for clipping envelops, a 
platform to receive an envelop and provided 
with a depending portion, a pocket of which 
said depending portion forms a wall, the 
remaining walls of the pocket being below 
the plane of the platform, an alm project 
ing from the platform, a second arm having 
pivotal engagement with the aforesaid arm, 
a cutter blade carried by the second men 
tioned arm and adapted to pass said de 
pending portion of the platform in shearing 
relation there with, the lower edge of the 
cutter blade terminating short of the lower 
edge of said second mentioned arm whereby 
the portion of the latter arm below the 
blacle may serve as a stop for the envelop, 
tle face of said second mentioned arm upon 
which the cutter, blade is disposed being 
slightly leveled to assist in a discharge of 
the clipping from the clipped envelop into 
said pocket. In testimony whereof, l sign this specifi 
cation in the presence of two witnesses, 

(IIARES E. (AMI BE. 
Witnesses: 

(GRACE E. WYN (koop, 
SAyi I, E. EIIoMAs. 
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